Introduction
============

The task in the Sentiment Analysis track of the i2b2/VA/Cincinnati Children's 2011 Challenge[@b1-bii-suppl-1-2012-185] was to assign zero or more emotions to each sentence found in a collection of suicide notes. There were 15 possible emotions to choose from, as well as the option of not assigning an emotion. The emotions were (in frequency order): instructions, hopelessness, love, information, guilt, blame, thankfulness, anger, sorrow, hopefulness, happiness/peacefulness, fear, pride, abuse, and forgiveness.

The decision to pursue rule-based methods was made after observing the following about the training data.

-   The number of training notes was relatively small (600) and most of the notes are fairly brief. There are a total of 4,633 sentences in the 600 training notes, with approximately 80,000 tokens (words and punctuation).

-   The data was somewhat unemotional. Slightly more than half (2,460 or 53%) of the sentences in the training data were not assigned any emotion. There are 2,522 emotions assigned to 2,173 sentences. Since each sentence could be assigned more than one emotion, the number of emotions assigned is greater than the number of sentences showing emotion.

-   The distribution of the emotions was skewed. Of the 2,522 emotions assigned to sentences, 820 (32.5%) refer to instructions, 455 (18%) to hopelessness, 296 (11.7%) to love, 295 (11.6%) to information, and 208 (8.2%) to guilt. Thus, the top five emotions represent 2,074 (82%) of the 2,522 emotions assigned.

-   Some of the distinctions in emotion were rather difficult to make and so we anticipated that inter-annotator agreement would likely be relatively modest. In fact this proved to be the case. The organizers reported that sentence level inter-annotator agreement was 0.546 (according to Krippendorf's alpha).[@b2-bii-suppl-1-2012-185]

Given these circumstances, it seemed that machine learning approaches would do reasonably well on the more frequent emotions, but would probably be unable to handle less common emotions. Also, in inspecting the training data we noticed that there are certain discriminating phrases that are fairly easy to pick out (eg, *can't go on*, associated with hopelessness). As a preliminary experiment we decided to manually build a few simple rules to see how well those would perform. Initially these rules focused on *instructions* and *hopelessness*, and were quickly able to reach F-measures in the 30s on the training data. As more rules were added performance continued to improve, so development continued until reaching F1 of 49% on the training data, which we were unable to surpass. The resulting system was applied to the test data and achieved an F1 of 45%. In some sense then the creation of a rule-based system can be seen as an exercise in evaluating our intuitions about the data.

This paper continues with a discussion of our rule based method, and then describes our simple attempt to automate the creation of that rule-based system. We include an extensive analysis of the results obtained by these two systems, plus the effect of combining them in various different ways.

Rule-Based System
=================

The rule-based system consisted of a set of regular expressions associated with each emotion. The regular expressions represented the occurrence of words or short phrases (bigrams or trigrams) in the sentence. Each sentence to be assigned an emotion was matched against these regular expressions. This matching was done based on the frequency ordering of the emotions, where the most frequent emotion was checked first, etc. If the sentence matched the regular expression for an emotion, that emotion was assigned and the next was considered. A limit of 2 emotions per sentence was put in place based on the observation in the training data that most sentences only have zero or one emotion assigned, and that very few have more than 2.

In effect this rule-based system acts much like a series of decision lists. For example, if any of the regular expressions associated with the most frequent emotion *instructions* occurred, then the sentence would be assigned that emotion, and then go on to check if any of the regular expressions associated with *hopelessness* (the second most frequent emotion) occurred. We keep doing this until all the regular expressions have been considered or the limit on the number of emotions has been reached. If no regular expression matches the sentence, then no-emotion is assigned.

In constructing the rules the training examples were manually studied and phrases that seemed associated with particular emotions were noted both via intuition and measures of association from the Ngram Statistics Package.[@b3-bii-suppl-1-2012-185] We manually studied the most associated ngrams according to multiple measures of association, and then determined which of these appeared (according to our intuition) to be unique or particularly indicative of a specific emotion. We focused on single words (based on frequency), bigrams, and trigrams. For bigrams and trigrams we allowed there to be intervening words. After adding a few rules to the system, we would then evaluate it on the training data to see if those rules helped or degraded performance. We iteratively constructed our rule-based system in this fashion over a period of five days (approximately 40 hours was spent in analyzing the training data and developing the system).

Below we summarize the key categories of regular expressions used to identify each emotion. The emotions are listed in their frequency order as found in the training data, which is the order in which they are considered by the system. Note that there are more categories of regular expressions in the more frequent emotions since there was more data from which to draw them. While we added some regular expressions based on our intuition and some simple expansions of synonyms based on WordNet, those appeared to have very minimal impact. Note that these are not the actual phrases in the regular expressions, but rather a gisting or generalization of them. The program that implements these rules is available from the author.[^a^](#fn1-bii-suppl-1-2012-185){ref-type="fn"}

-   **Instructions:** \[complete business transactions, pay off debts, mail documents, deal with insurance\] \[notify friends, employers or authorities of death\] \[don't do or permit an action by a survivor\] \[distribute possessions, provide last will and testament\] \[describe desired funeral arrangements\] \[extend wishes and greetings to survivors, remember the deceased, make sure to care for other survivors\]

-   **Hopelessness:** \[can't live without you\] \[current state is unbearable, in great emotional or physical pain, description of ailments, conditions, or symptoms\] \[want to go away, disappear\] \[death represents the only solution, no other way\] \[life is worthless or without value\] \[hate myself, hate life\] \[feeling alone, lonely\] \[self described hopelessness\]

-   **Love:** \[expressions of dedication and devotion, such as undying love, soul mates\] \[statements or expressions of love, such as i love you, i adore you\] \[sending love, give affectionate greetings to someone\] \[endearments such as darling or sweetheart\]

-   **Information:** \[describe contents or location of official documents, insurance policies\] \[provide locations or address of businesses, hospitals, relatives\] \[describe where things are, such as the keys are in the drawer, the money is in the jar\] \[summarize state of affairs, particularly finances, mentions of money or debts\]

-   **Guilt:** \[asking forgiveness\] \[expressions of self hate\] \[admitting to causing pain or unhappiness, always being at fault\]

-   **Blame:** \[blaming self\] \[citing broken promises by others\]

-   **Thankfulness:** \[expressions of thanks such as thank you, appreciation\] \[gratitude for past kindness\]

-   **Anger:** \[describing motives for revenge\] \[feelings of bitterness\] \[citing bad deals, deceit\] \[finding fault in others, such as your fault\]

-   **Sorrow:** \[feeling sorry or lonely\] \[expressions of regret such as I am so sorry, I wish there was another way\] \[self described sorrow\]

-   **Hopefulness:** \[finding peace in death\] \[life ahead for survivors is worth living\]

-   **Happiness_Peacefulness, Fear, Pride, Abuse, Forgiveness:** \[the category names with minor variations\]

Each emotion had a relatively small number of regular expressions associated with it---at most there were approximately 30 regular expressions associated with more common emotions, whereas with less frequent ones there were just a few.

Lightly Supervised Method
=========================

After developing the rule-based system described above, the resulting regular expressions generally represented multi---word expressions (bigrams or trigrams) that appeared to be relatively unique to a particular emotion. We developed our own very simple method of supervision that approximated the process that we followed manually. The training data was divided by emotion, and the most frequent bigrams that were unique to one or two emotions were selected as features. These bigrams allowed for a single intervening word, meaning that the bigram could occur in a window of size three. We found that larger window sizes degraded precision rather dramatically. While maintaining a window size of two resulted in very good results on the training data (approx 60% F1) this was very clearly over-fitted. When we increased the window size to 3 the precision on the training data fell to approximately 52% but we felt these rules would generalize more readily since they allowed for more flexible formulations of the features (the words in the bigram could occur together, or with one intervening word). Note that bigrams that were made up entirely of stop words or that occurred only 1 time were automatically excluded from being features.

The bigrams identified as features were converted into regular expressions that allowed for matching with one intervening word. Thereafter the system performs exactly like our rule-based system, where it considers rules in frequency order, and where it assigns up to 2 emotions per sentence. In our submitted system we did not attempt to assign the five least common emotions (shown with \* below). The number of rules per emotion that were discovered was significantly more than used in our rule-based system, and are as follows: *Instructions* (1276 *rules*)*, Hopelessness* (417 *rules*)*, Information* (258 *rules*)*, Love* (158 *rules*)*, Guilt* (136 *rules*)*, Thankful* (80 *rules*)*, Blame* (51 *rules*)*, Anger* (26 *rules*)*, Hopeful* (*rules* 14)*, Sorrow* (9 *rules*)*, \*Happiness* (5 *rules*)*, \*Fear* (4 *rules*)*, \*Forgive* (2 *rules*)*, \*Pride* (0 *rules*)*, \*Abuse* (0 *rules*).

This lightly supervised method was developed in approximately 10 hours.

Experimental Results
====================

The held--out test data consisted of 300 suicide notes, which included 2,086 sentences. In the gold standard tagging of this data (released after systems submitted results), 1,272 emotions were assigned to 1,098 sentences, leaving 988 sentences with no-emotion (47%).

Our first system (Manual Rule-Based) achieved F1 = 0.45269, Precision = 0.45985, Recall = 0.44575, with N = 1,233. This represented a slight decline from the results with the training data (49%) but in general we felt this system generalized well. When compared to other systems in the Challenge (see [Table 1](#t1-bii-suppl-1-2012-185){ref-type="table"}) we can see that it (Rule) is slightly lower than the mean system performance (of 31 systems) but is within a standard deviation of that mean.

The second system (Lightly Supervised) achieved F1 = 0.36455, Precision = 0.33644, Recall = 0.39780, with N = 1,504. This represented a significant decline from performance on the training data (which was at F1 52%). From this we concluded that our method was significantly over--trained, and that our manually developed system (which had many fewer rules) was able to capture more essential information that generalized much better.

The third system (Union) simply took the union of the first and second, in the hopes that the two systems would prove to be complementary (since one was manually developed and the other automatically). Unfortunately this did not prove to be the case. It achieved F1 = 0.44305, Precision = 0.34833, Recall = 0.60849, with N = 2,222.

Distribution of Emotions
========================

[Table 2](#t2-bii-suppl-1-2012-185){ref-type="table"} shows the distribution of emotions in the gold standard data versus the rule-based system, the lightly supervised system, and the union of those two systems. As a point of comparison, it also shows the result of taking the intersection of the rule-based and lightly supervised system.

We note that the rule-based system found a distribution of emotions very similar to the gold standard, whereas the lightly supervised system deviated a bit more. This suggests that at least the number of rules and their frequency of invocation was approximately correct for the rule-based system, even if the actual assignment of emotions was sometimes incorrect. We note further that the recall of the rule-based and lightly supervised systems were comparable, but they differed significantly with respect to precision. Taking their union had the effect of driving precision down sharply while increasing the recall, resulting in an F1 score approximately equal to the rule-based system. The intersection of the rule-based system and the lightly supervised system attains relatively high precision (57%) but does so at the expense of recall (not surprisingly).

Confusion Matrix for Rule Based System^[b](#fn2-bii-suppl-1-2012-185){ref-type="fn"}^
=====================================================================================

[Table 3](#t3-bii-suppl-1-2012-185){ref-type="table"} shows a confusion matrix for our rule-based system. This was created by assigning partial credit when a sentence had multiple emotion labels in the gold standard but the system did not predict all of those. The totals were rounded to improve the readability of the table. Note that this confusion matrix does not include counts of cases where no-emotion was assigned by either the gold standard or the system (and the other disagreed). Thus, this matrix only represents cases where both the gold standard and system assign an emotion.

The diagonal total represents true positives (tp) and is equal to 564. Note that the total number of cases where an emotion is assigned both by the gold standard and the system is 793, meaning that accuracy in this case is 71%. This suggests that the significant problem faced by our rule-based system is handling the no-emotion case, and either falsely predicting that no-emotion appears (false positive), or failing to predict an emotion when one should be assigned (false negative). The confusion matrix shows that most errors revolve around the *instructions* emotion. This is not surprising since it is the most common emotion, and it is also perhaps one of the most general and ambiguous. It is also interesting to note that, for example, *guilt* and *sorrow* appear to be frequently confused. The same can be said for *instructions* and *information*.

[Table 4](#t4-bii-suppl-1-2012-185){ref-type="table"} shows a confusion matrix where the no-emotion case was included. This was created by explicitly adding a no-emotion label to the gold standard data and system output. Here you can see that the diagonal total for true positives is raised to 1246, but the total number of emotions assigned is now 2283, meaning that accuracy has fallen to approximately 54.5%.

In general our rule-based system did reasonably well in identifying no-emotion sentences. Of 988 sentences in the test data with no-emotion assigned, our rule-based system correctly identified 709 of them, for an accuracy of 71%. The effect of this can be seen when scoring our rule-based system relative to the gold standard using the official scoring program (with no emotion tags included). In that case the results were F1 = 0.54175, Precision = 0.53126, Recall = 0.55265, and N = 2351.

However, what the confusion matrix shows very clearly is a significant number of cases where no-emotion isn't assigned when it should be, and when no-emotion is assigned when there is an emotion. This is clearly the dominant factor in determining the rule-based systems level of performance.

Note that while no-emotion was not included as a tag in the gold standard data, implicitly it exists and contributes to the error rate in those cases of disagreement. The scoring software assigns a false positive when an emotion is assigned when one should not be, and a false negative when no-emotion is assigned when one should be. The confusion matrices above show that these cases dominate the totals of false positives and negatives, much more so than errors caused by assigning the wrong emotion (which are considered false positives by the scoring software).

Per Emotion Results
===================

[Tables 5](#t5-bii-suppl-1-2012-185){ref-type="table"}, [6](#t6-bii-suppl-1-2012-185){ref-type="table"}, and [7](#t7-bii-suppl-1-2012-185){ref-type="table"} show the performance measures per emotion for our rule-based and lightly supervised systems and their union Note that the values in these tables were created by extracting all system or gold standard sentences that are tagged with the given emotion, and then running that subset of the data through the official scoring software. This did not use the no-emotion tagged version of the data created to build the confusion matrices, but rather used the actual submitted results and official gold standard.

In [Table 5](#t5-bii-suppl-1-2012-185){ref-type="table"} we see that overall rule-based performance is comparable to that attained with the *instructions* and *hopelessness* emotions. This is not surprising since these are the two most common emotions. We also note that *love* was predicted very successfully, but that *information* was done rather poorly. Interestingly, in [Table 6](#t6-bii-suppl-1-2012-185){ref-type="table"} we see that *love* is predicted with much less accuracy than in the rule-based approach.

Related Work
============

There is a considerable body of work dedicated to the study of suicide notes. While we did not conduct an exhaustive review, we did attempt to familiarize ourselves with that literature. In particular we were interested if the rules that we developed for our manual rule-based system correspond to what has been observed in other studies.

Perhaps the most obvious and important issue with suicide notes is using them to determine the motives for a suicide, and attempting to generalize those findings. For example, Lester et al[@b4-bii-suppl-1-2012-185] studied 262 suicides in Australia, and found that older people were more often motivated by a desire to escape pain and sickness, whereas this was less common in men. This study makes the point that demographic information could be a very useful piece of information in determining emotion or motive in a suicide note. To that end, Ho et al[@b5-bii-suppl-1-2012-185] found that older people gave more instructions, whereas younger frequently asked for forgiveness.

Shapero[@b6-bii-suppl-1-2012-185] collected the Birmingham Corpus of Suicide Notes, which contains 286 notes, 212 by males and 74 by females. This corpus also includes 33 genuine and 33 simulated suicide notes from Shneidman.[@b7-bii-suppl-1-2012-185] Among the goals of this study was to try and characterize the differences between real and simulated notes. One of the observations most relevant to this Challenge is that simulated notes tend to include many fewer instructions.

Conclusions
===========

This paper reports on the results from the Duluth systems that participated in the Sentiment Analysis track of the i2b2/VA/Cincinnati Children's 2011 Challenge. We found that our manually constructed rule-based system performed significantly better than our lightly supervised system that was intended to try and mimic the human process. In general we observed that correctly identifying sentences that contain no-emotion was critical to performing well in this task, and that our systems had some difficulty with that. This may be in part because we did not specifically try to identify sentences that contained no-emotion, rather we simply assumed that any sentence with no assigned emotion contained no-emotion. In future work we would like to construct specific rules for identifying no-emotion cases, to see if that might reduce both our false negatives and false positives.

<http://www.d.umn.edu/~tpederse/Code/suicide-rules-final.pl>.

All confusion matrices were generated using code made available by Berry de Bruijn of the National Research Council of Canada. We thank him for this very significant contribution to this paper.
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###### 

Overall F1 results.

  ------------ -----------------
  Maximum      0.6139
  Mean upper   0.5617
  Median       0.5027
  Mean         0.4875 ± 0.0742
  Rule         0.4527
  Union        0.4431
  Mean lower   0.4133
  Light        0.3646
  Intersect    0.3116
  Minimum      0.2967
  ------------ -----------------

###### 

Distribution of emotions per method.

  **Emotion**    **Test**   **Rule**   **Light**   **Union**   **Intersect**
  -------------- ---------- ---------- ----------- ----------- ---------------
  Instruction    382        348        678         799         222
  Hopelessness   229        274        371         496         124
  Love           201        180        149         274         55
  Guilt          117        79         107         215         24
  Information    104        139        106         149         28
  Thankfulness   45         71         37          93          15
  Blame          45         7          30          37          0
  Hopefulness    38         2          14          14          2
  Sorrow         34         71         0           71          0
  Anger          26         10         12          22          0
  Happiness      16         21         0           21          0
  Fear           13         13         0           13          0
  Pride          9          2          0           2           0
  Forgiveness    8          1          0           1           0
  Abuse          5          15         0           15          0
  N              1,272      1,233      1,504       2,222       474
  tp                        567        506         774         272
  fp                        666        998         1,448       202
  fn                        705        766         498         1,000

###### 

Confusion matrix---manual rule-based system---excludes no-emotion.

                      **1**   **2**   **3**   **4**   **5**   **6**   **7**   **8**   **9**   **10**   **11**   **12**   **13**   **14**   **15**   
  ------------------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -----
  1\. Abuse           0       0       0       1       0       0       0       0       0       0        0        0        0        0        0        1
  2\. Anger           0       3       1       0       0       0       0       0       0       1        0        0        0        0        0        5
  3\. Blame           0       0       2       0       0       1       0       0       0       0        0        1        0        0        0        4
  4\. Fear            0       0       0       4       0       1       0       0       0       0        1        0        0        0        0        6
  5\. Forgiveness     0       0       0       0       1       0       0       0       0       0        0        0        0        0        0        1
  6\. Guilt           0       1       0       0       1       42      0       2       0       0        1        0        0        0        1        48
  7\. Happiness       0       0       0       0       0       2       1       5       1       0        1        3        1        0        0        14
  8\. Hopefulness     0       0       0       0       0       0       0       2       0       0        0        0        0        0        0        2
  9\. Hopelessness    2       2       6       3       1       7       5       3       128     2        10       2        0        4        0        175
  10\. Information    0       1       2       0       0       2       0       1       2       38       44       0        0        0        0        90
  11\. Instructions   1       3       5       0       0       5       3       3       7       14       169      5        0        2        3        220
  12\. Love           0       0       2       0       0       4       1       3       1       1        2        126      0        0        1        141
  13\. Pride          0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0        0        0        2        0        0        2
  14\. Sorrow         0       2       1       0       0       15      0       3       6       0        1        3        0        11       0        42
  15\. Thankfulness   0       1       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       1        4        1        0        0        35       42
                      3       13      19      8       3       79      10      22      145     57       233      141      3        17       40       793

###### 

Confusion matrix---manual rule-based system---includes no-emotion.

                      **1**   **2**   **3**   **4**   **5**   **6**   **7**   **8**   **9**   **10**   **11**   **12**   **13**   **14**   **15**   **16**   
  ------------------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ------
  1\. Abuse           0       0       0       1       0       0       0       0       1       0        0        0        10       0        0        0        12
  2\. Anger           0       3       1       0       0       0       0       0       0       1        0        0        4        0        0        0        9
  3\. Blame           0       0       2       0       0       1       0       0       0       0        0        1        4        0        0        0        8
  4\. Fear            0       0       0       4       0       1       0       0       0       0        1        0        5        0        0        0        11
  5\. Forgiveness     0       0       0       0       1       0       0       0       0       0        0        0        0        0        0        0        1
  6\. Guilt           0       1       0       0       1       35      0       1       2       0        1        0        16       0        0        1        58
  7\. Happiness       0       0       0       0       0       2       1       5       2       0        1        3        6        1        0        0        21
  8\. Hopefulness     0       0       0       0       0       0       0       2       0       0        0        0        0        0        0        0        2
  9\. Hopelessness    2       2       5       3       1       7       5       3       111     1        9        2        88       0        4        0        243
  10\. Information    0       1       2       0       0       2       0       1       3       37       43       0        44       0        0        0        133
  11\. Instructions   1       3       5       0       0       5       3       3       8       14       167      5        97       0        2        3        316
  12\. Love           0       0       2       0       0       4       1       3       1       1        2        126      33       0        0        1        174
  13\. No-emotion     2       10      24      4       4       30      8       20      86      41       157      44       709      6        14       5        1164
  14\. Pride          0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       0        0        0        0        2        0        0        2
  15\. Sorrow         0       2       1       0       0       20      0       3       6       0        1        2        15       0        11       0        61
  16\. Thankfulness   0       1       0       0       0       0       0       0       0       1        4        1        26       0        0        35       68
                      5       23      42      12      7       107     18      41      220     96       386      184      1057     9        31       45       2283

###### 

Per emotion results, manual rule-based.

  **Emotion**    **tp**   **fp**   **fn**   **F1**    **Precision**   **Recall**   **N**
  -------------- -------- -------- -------- --------- --------------- ------------ -------
  Instructions   171      177      211      0.46849   0.49138         0.44764      348
  Hopelessness   128      146      101      0.50895   0.46715         0.55895      274
  Love           126      54       75       0.66142   0.70000         0.62687      180
  Information    38       101      66       0.31276   0.27338         0.36538      139
  Guilt          42       37       75       0.42857   0.53165         0.35897      79
  Blame          2        5        43       0.07692   0.28571         0.04444      7
  Thankfulness   36       35       9        0.62069   0.50704         0.80000      71
  Anger          3        7        23       0.16667   0.30000         0.11538      10
  Sorrow         11       60       23       0.20952   0.15493         0.32353      71
  Hopefulness    2        0        36       0.10000   1.00000         0.05263      2
  Happiness      1        20       15       0.05405   0.04762         0.06250      21
  Fear           4        9        9        0.30769   0.30769         0.30769      13
  Pride          2        0        7        0.36364   1.00000         0.22222      2
  Abuse          0        15       5        NA        NA              NA           15
  Forgiveness    1        0        7        0.22222   1.00000         0.12500      1
  Total          567      666      705      0.45269   0.45985         0.44575      1,233

###### 

Per emotion results, lightly supervised.

  **Emotion**    **tp**   **fp**   **fn**   **F1**    **Precision**   **Recall**   **N**
  -------------- -------- -------- -------- --------- --------------- ------------ -------
  Instructions   252      426      130      0.47547   0.37168         0.65969      678
  Hopelessness   107      264      122      0.35667   0.28841         0.46725      371
  Love           61       88       140      0.34857   0.40940         0.30348      149
  Information    38       68       66       0.36190   0.35849         0.36538      106
  Guilt          28       79       89       0.25000   0.26168         0.23932      107
  Blame          4        26       41       0.10667   0.13333         0.08889      30
  Thankfulness   11       26       34       0.26829   0.29730         0.24444      37
  Anger          0        12       26       NA        NA              NA           12
  Sorrow         0        0        34       NA        NA              NA           0
  Hopefulness    5        9        33       0.19231   0.35714         0.13158      14
  Happiness      0        0        16       NA        NA              NA           0
  Fear           0        0        13       NA        NA              NA           0
  Pride          0        0        9        NA        NA              NA           0
  Abuse          0        0        5        NA        NA              NA           0
  Forgiveness    0        0        8        NA        NA              NA           0
  Total          506      998      766      0.36455   0.33644         0.39780      1,504

###### 

Per emotion results, union of rule-based and lightly supervised.

  **Emotion**    **tp**   **fp**   **fn**   **F1**    **Precision**   **Recall**   **N**
  -------------- -------- -------- -------- --------- --------------- ------------ -------
  Instructions   293      506      89       0.49619   0.36671         0.76702      799
  Hopelessness   154      342      75       0.42483   0.31048         0.67249      496
  Love           146      128      55       0.61474   0.53285         0.72637      274
  Information    59       156      45       0.36991   0.27442         0.56731      215
  Guilt          52       97       65       0.39098   0.34899         0.44444      149
  Blame          6        31       39       0.14634   0.16216         0.13333      37
  Thankfulness   37       56       8        0.53623   0.39785         0.82222      93
  Anger          3        19       23       0.12500   0.13636         0.11538      22
  Sorrow         11       60       23       0.20952   0.15493         0.32353      71
  Hopefulness    5        9        33       0.19231   0.35714         0.13158      14
  Happiness      1        20       15       0.05405   0.04762         0.06250      21
  Fear           4        9        9        0.30769   0.30769         0.30769      13
  Pride          2        0        7        0.36364   1.00000         0.22222      2
  Abuse          0        15       5        NA        NA              NA           15
  Forgiveness    1        0        7        0.22222   1.00000         0.12500      1
  Total          774      1,448    498      0.44305   0.34833         0.60840      2,222
